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agfpro, agfpro premium, agfpro premium and agfpro unity are all
available as stand-alone application for mac os x 10.7.5 or later, windows
xp sp2, windows vista sp2 or windows 7 sp1 or later, linux, and unix
systems. download the version that best suits your operating system: axis
game factory's agfpro v3 is a side-scrolling, 3d voxel based game where
you have to defeat the evil zombies. you can create levels by using the
tools provided by the game and even play them against each other. if you
need to share your game with other users or edit your existing game, you
can use the included file manager. you can also create custom characters
that have unique abilities or you can even create your own characters or
vehicles. axis game factory's agfpro v3 is a voxel-based game where you
can fight and battle against the zombies. you can also create levels using
the pre-made templates. you can create characters, vehicles and enemies
to battle against each other. the free version of agf pro includes a number
of tools: sculpting - to create and edit 3d terrain terrain - to create
interactive 3d environments environment - to create 3d terrain creator -
to import materials and textures player - to create virtual objects and use
them in your game user interface - to design levels and play them mesh -
to create meshes editor - to edit meshes node - to design materials
actions - to create and edit actions and components player - to create
game objects and control them clipart - to create game assets
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